This bill changes how the ballot order is determined.

ELECTION CODE
ARTICLE VIII—THE BALLOT

Section 1—Executive Offices-Ballot Order

A. The candidate’s party affiliation (if any) shall follow his/her name on the ballot.

B. The determination of the order in which the candidate names shall appear on the ballot shall be made as follows:

1) The roll of all candidates running for office shall be called in any order determined by the Commissioner.

2) Each name shall then be read separately and a number drawn at random from a container. This number shall be read aloud and recorded by a member of the Commission.

3) The ballot shall list the candidates in the order resulting from the number assigned to each ticket.

Section 2—Senate Offices

A. The determination of the order in which the candidate names shall appear on the ballot shall be made for the Senate candidates as follows:

1) Each candidate’s name or executive ticket and an affiliated party shall be read separately and a number corresponding to his/her ballot position shall be drawn at random from a container; this number shall be read aloud and recorded by a member of the Commission.

Section 3—Form of Ballot
A. A ballot shall be provided which allows voters to list executive tickets and candidates for IF Vice President in order of preference. The ballot shall allow the voter to list up to five (5) candidates for each race, or the total number of candidates, whichever is less.
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